Check out our Friday, Oct. 25 Educational Sessions
Georgia Chapter Meeting Oct. 25-27 at Chateau Elan in Braselton, Georgia

Link below to Register
2019 SEP Maintenance of Certification Modules
Friday, Oct. 25, 8 a.m.-Noon
8-10 a.m. SEP Module 1: 2019 Internal Medicine Update
10 a.m.–Noon SEP Module 2: 2019 Hospital Medicine Update

Steven L. Carpenter, MD, MACP and Timothy Connelly, MD, FACP.

SEP Learning Objectives

- Participate in group discussion to determine answers to multiple-choice questions.
- Apply updated knowledge of internal medicine to clinical practice.
- Understand recent advances in internal medicine.
- Complete an ABIM SEP Module toward partial fulfillment of the ABIM’s Maintenance of Certification.

Space is limited as there will be will be only four participants per station along with one faculty.

Note: The schedule is designed for an attendee to attend both the Ultrasound POC workshop and the Clinical Guidelines workshop as space allows. There are two time slots for each of the workshops. Please register accordingly as limited space in both workshops.

Hands-ON Ultrasound Point of Care Workshop at the Georgia Chapter Meeting Oct. 25. Limited Space Available.

Georgia Chapter Meeting Oct. 25- 27 at Chateau Elan in Braselton, Georgia

DETAILS BELOW— CLICK THE LINK TO REGISTER

Pre-conference Workshop
Point of Care Ultrasound:
Friday, Oct. 25, 1-3 or 3-5 p.m.

Randy (William) Hunt, MD, FACP, Alejandro Sardi, MD, Mikhail Akbashev, MD and Geoff Loh, MD.

Two hands-on two hour sessions (session 1 from 1-3pm, session 2 from 3-5pm) An attendee should register for either the 1 PM or the 3 PM workshop.

- Each session will have 4 stations and each participant will rotate to 2 stations, an abdomen and chest station
- Each Chest stations will have mannequin for thoracentesis, live model for anatomy overview, US machine with linear/cardiac probes, and a laptop for education overview
- Each Abdomen station will have live model for anatomy overview
Space is limited as there will be will be only 4 participants per station along with 1 faculty.

Note: The schedule is designed for an attendee to attend both the Ultrasound POC workshop and the Clinical Guidelines workshop as space allows. There are 2 time slots for each of the workshops. Please register accordingly as limited space in both workshops.

Preconference Workshop

Clinical Guidelines:
Friday, Oct. 25, 1-3 or 3-5 p.m.
Bhavin Adhyaru, MD, FACP, Melhim Bou Alwan, MD, FACP, Zenobia Jones Foster, MD, FACP, and Jenny Headrick, MD, FACP.

Learning Objectives:
After completing this workshop, participants will be able to:

- Identify, critically appraise and incorporate into current care the top Clinical Practice Guidelines relevant to clinic and hospital-based practice.
- Describe common clinical questions and dilemmas for hospitalists and apply current Guideline standards to the clinical practice of inpatient medicine.
- Develop strategies and utilize tools to stay up to date with evidence based guidelines.

Click here to register.

Click here to schedule.
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